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2016 ring Basque international road cycling race (Vuelta of pais Vasco) yesterday opened Zhanmu, set out from etxeberria
Extebarria of the first stage of the competition. At the end of Marquina - arsk gates (Markina-Xemein), game road line length although
only 144 km, but which it contains have 8 climbing points, the last Aiastia climbing distance in the finishing line only 8.3 kilometers. <
p > two Spanish players L. sang chase (Leon Sanchez and Navarro Navarro attack dominated the final stage of the game, eventually
L. Sanchez (Leon Sanchez sprint over the latter won the stage winner. Merida - Lampre also also not to be outdone, team in Uhlig
(Ulissi), Rui Costa (Rui Costa and conti (conti) and other players are located in first group reduced (approximately 50 riders) line,
finish time and stage of the championship the same. in addition, only 22 years old teenager Pettili of Italy (Petilli) in the game's
performance is also commendable, he played the countdown to second segment lxua climbing (26 km from the finish line) when the
group from the main attack and breakout success, then the game from a hot pursuit Cataldo (Cataldo), although later in the game is
the main group to recover, but this wave of his offensive also led the team mate Murray (Mori), Main Chess (Meintjes) and Poland Qi
(Polanc) initiative in the main group, and in the last paragraph of the Aiastia before the start of the two climbing success will be
Shandong Iraq - Costa (Rui Costa) and Ulrich (Ulissi) into the group into the front position. < p > is L. Sanchez (Leon Sanchez and
Navarro (Navarro, both launched offensive, Rui Costa (Rui Costa, also in the game into the last 3 kilometers, begin to send force,
eventually Portuguese Champion Rider harvest stage 11th, Uhlig Ulissi and conti (conti) ranked 39th and 42nd position. < p >
"generally speaking, today the team has a very good play, regret is that we can not use to finally break out of an encirclement
opportunity to get a ideal result - Sports Director (Marzano Marzano) after the game explain - climbing Rui Costa (Rui Costa and
Uhlig Ulissi feedback is very good, and headed by Pettili Petilli a lieutenant is in the crucial moment of the match performance out of
the value of their. We are also very happy to see Main Chess (Meintjes) to return to the court after returning from injury. the second
stage of the 174.2 kilometer race from the horse.
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